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Specific Unit Goals
This unit should enable students to:

critically analyse a range of principles, practices and approaches used to create and interpret music•
use the creative process to develop and apply relevant techniques, strategies, and knowledge to create
music for a specific purpose

•

use creative inquiry to create music which expresses their personal interpretation of the world to evoke
response from a target audience

•

apply technical and creative skills to present musical works in authentic contexts•

Content Descriptions

Concepts and Theories
critically analyse a variety of music from a range of genres to understand that creativity is making
something that is imaginative, original, explores alternatives, takes risks, evokes responses, and meets
a purpose, for example, over time, across cultures and genres

•

critically analyse notions of creativity and how musicians manipulate music elements and apply
technical skills to make music, for example, use of unexpected instrumentation, sampling, invented
language lyrics

•

evaluate theories about why musicians create new music, for example, neuroscience, self-awareness,
minimalism

•

Contexts
critically analyse the impact of social, historical, political context on a musician’s creative process to
understand the purpose of their music, for example, sacred music, protest music, First Nations
Australian music

•

evaluate how context affects audience interpretations of creative works•

Creative Process
synthesise own research to inform personal approach to the creative process of music making•
create music using familiar and unfamiliar technique, artistic practice, and problem-solving skills to
meet a specific purpose

•

evaluate own music through experimentation to refine their practice and creative ideas•

Communication and Technical Skills
perform using sustained control, expression, energy, focus, precision, and musicality to communicate
with a target audience

•

synthesise creative goals, communication skills, feedback, and production skills to enhance creative
practice

•

create music works using composition skills, key stylistic features, and take creative risks with familiar
and unfamiliar practices

•

•



critically analyse music and music elements aurally to enhance the creative process and interpretations
of sound

•

communicate complex ideas and coherent and sustained arguments in a range of modes,
incorporating metalanguage and music symbols, and academic integrity

•

apply professional courtesy and etiquette, Workplace, Health and Safety practices to classwork,
experimentation, rehearsal, and performance

•

Reflection
reflect on own learning habits, time management, creative practices, and processes to refine
techniques, ideas, understanding and skills

•

Assessment Tasks
Name Due Date Weighting

Composition 17 March 25%
Written Response 29 March 25%
Workshop 10 May 25%
Performance 31 May 25%

School Assessment Information

For penalties for late and non-submission of work
See BSSS Policy and Procedure Manual 4.3.10 for further information.

For academic integrity
See BSSS Policy and Procedure Manual 4.3.12 for further information.

For appeals processes
See BSSS Policy and Procedure Manual 7.2 for further information.

For moderation procedures (internal and external)
See BSSS Policy and Procedure Manual 5 for further information.

For meshing procedures
See BSSS Policy and Procedure Manual 5.4.1 for further information.

For method of unit score calculation
See BSSS Policy and Procedure Manual 4.3.6.2 for further information.

For procedures for calculating course scores
See BSSS Policy and Procedure Manual 4.3.13.2 for further information.

https://www.bsss.act.edu.au/?a=511078#page=43
https://www.bsss.act.edu.au/?a=511078#page=43
https://www.bsss.act.edu.au/?a=511078#page=71
https://www.bsss.act.edu.au/?a=511078#page=53
https://www.bsss.act.edu.au/?a=511078#page=56
https://www.bsss.act.edu.au/?a=511078#page=39
https://www.bsss.act.edu.au/?a=511078#page=46


A student who achieves an A 
grade typically

A student who achieves a B 
grade typically

A student who achieves a C 
grade typically

A student who achieves a D 
grade typically

A student who achieves an E 
grade typically
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●  critically analyses styles, forms, 
processes, practices, and theories; 
and evaluates how they are 
integrated to position an audience 
and communicate meaning

●  evaluates the significance of art 
works in a diverse range of contexts; 
and critically analyses attitudes and 
values

●  synthesises wide research on 
theories, ideas, and practices to 
present a coherent and independent 
response

●  communicates complex ideas with 
coherent and sustained arguments; 
analysing evidence and 
metalanguage and applies the 
principles of academic integrity

●  analyses styles, forms, processes, 
practices, and theories; and analyses 
how they are integrated to position an 
audience and communicate meaning

●  analyses the significance of art 
works in in a broad range of contexts; 
and explains attitudes and values

●  compares and analyses wide 
research on theories, ideas, and 
practices to present a reasoned and 
independent response

●  communicates complex ideas and 
coherent arguments using relevant 
evidence, metalanguage and applies 
the principles of academic integrity

●  explains styles, forms, processes, 
practices, and theories; and explains 
how they are integrated to position an 
audience and communicate meaning

●  explains the significance of art 
works in a range of contexts; and 
describes attitudes and values

●  compares and explains research 
on theories, ideas, and practices to 
present an independent response

●  communicates ideas and 
arguments using relevant evidence, 
metalanguage and applies the 
principles of academic integrity

●  describes styles, forms, 
processes, practices, and theories; 
and identifies how some techniques 
communicate meaning

●  describes the significance of art 
works in context; with some reference 
to attitudes and values

●  describes research on theories, 
ideas, and practices with some 
evidence of an independent 
responses

●  applies the principles of academic 
integrity with some use of relevant 
evidence and metalanguage to 
communicate ideas

●  identifies styles, forms, processes 
and practices, theories, and 
techniques with little or no reference 
to meaning

●  identifies the significance of art 
works in context; with little or no 
reference to attitudes and values

●  identifies research on theories, 
ideas, and practices own with little or 
no evidence of an independent 
response

●  communicates limited ideas and 
information with little or no application 
of academic integrity
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●  synthesises ideas using sustained 
and innovative creative practice, 
employing a range of familiar and 
unfamiliar techniques

●  critically analyses art practice, 
using the creative process to 
investigate and solve complex 
problems and evaluates own 
application of technology

●  creates and refines imaginative 
and innovative art works with control 
and precision; synthesises technical 
experimentation and reflects on 
strengths and opportunities

●  creatively and insightfully presents 
own and/or group art practice; 
drawing on theories and using 
familiar and unfamiliar techniques to 
communicate meaning to targeted 
audiences

●  reflects with insight on their own 
art practice, thinking processes; and 
evaluates inter and intrapersonal 
skills and capacity to work both 
independently and collaboratively

●  analyses ideas using sustained 
and creative practice, employing 
familiar and unfamiliar techniques

●  analyses art practice, using the 
creative process to investigate and 
solve problems and explains own 
application of technology

●  creates imaginative and innovative 
art works with control; analyses 
technical experimentation and 
reflects on strengths and 
opportunities

●  creatively presents own and/or 
group art practice; drawing on 
theories and using familiar and 
unfamiliar techniques to 
communicate meaning to targeted 
audiences

●  reflects on their own art practice, 
thinking and that of others and 
analyses inter and intrapersonal skills 
and capacity to work both 
independently and collaboratively

●  explains ideas using creative 
practice, employing familiar 
techniques

●  explains art practice, using the 
creative process to investigate and 
solve familiar problems and 
describes own application of 
technology

●  creates imaginative art works with 
control using familiar technical skills, 
and reflects on strengths and 
opportunities

●  creatively presents own and/or 
group art practice; drawing on 
theories and using familiar 
techniques to communicate meaning 
to targeted audiences

●  reflects on their own art practice, 
thinking and that of others and 
explains inter and intrapersonal skills 
and capacity to work both 
independently and collaboratively

●  describes creative practice, 
employing some familiar techniques

●  describes art practice, using the 
creative process to investigate 
problems and identifies own 
application of technology

●  creates art works using familiar 
technical skills and reflects on 
strengths and opportunities

●  presents own and/or group art 
practice using familiar techniques to 
communicate meaning to target 
audiences

●  reflects on their own art practice, 
thinking with some reference to inter 
and intrapersonal skills and capacity 
to work both independently and 
collaboratively

●  uses creative practice, employing 
little or no techniques

●  identifies basic features of art 
practice, with little or no connection to 
creative processes or use of 
technology

●  creates art works using familiar 
technical skills with little or no 
reflection on strengths and 
opportunities

●  presents own and/or group art 
practice using familiar techniques to 
communicate messages with 
assistance

●  reflects on their own art practice, 
thinking with little or no reference to 
inter and intrapersonal skills and 
capacity to work both independently 
and collaboratively
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